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Strange Days

Hood

by Constantine
Singer

by Jenny Moke

When Alex comes home to find an alien has
murdered his parents, he's forced to confront a
new reality- aliens are real, his parents are
dead, and nobody will believe him if he tells.

Batman: Nightwalker

by Marie Lu
An entry in the popular series depicting DC
superheroes as teens follow a reckless young
Bruce Wayne who must team up with a brilliant
killer and overcome the challenges of not
having superpowers in order to defend against
Nightwalker attakers who are targeting the elite
of Gotham City.

ACTION &
ADVENTURE

After Isabelle of Kirklees is arrested, she races
to stay out of the Wolf's clutches and find the
father she's never known, which thrusts her
into a world of thieves, roguish young outlaws,
new enemies with old grudges, and a king who
wants her entire family dead.

The Loop
by Ben Oliver
Life inside the futuristic death row for teens
under 18--is one long repetitive purgatory. But
when news of the encroaching chaos in the
outside world reaches the inmates, the prison
becomes the least of their worries.

Surrender Your Sons

by Adam Sass

Connor Major's summer break is turning into a
nightmare. His SAT scores bombed, the old
man he delivers meals to died, and when he
came out to his religious zealot mother, she
had him kidnapped and shipped off to a
secluded island. Connor plans to escape and
bring the other kidnapped teens with him. But
first, he's exposing the camp's horrible truths
for what they are--and taking this place down.

Steel Tide
by Natalie C. Parker
The second book in a heart-stopping trilogy
that follows the captain of an all-female ship
intent on taking down a vicious warlord's
powerful fleet.
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The Girl from
Shadow Springs

Black Canary:
Breaking Silence

by Ellie Cypher

by Alexandra Monir

Catalina is a condesa without a country. She's
lost the Inkasisa throne, the loyalty of her
people, and her best friend. Banished to the
perilous Yanu Jungle, Catalina knows her
chances of survival are slim, but that won't stop
her from trying to escape.

When 17-year-old Jorie picks the wrong corpse
to scavenge from the Ice Flats, she and Cody, a
gentle Southern boy, find themselves at the
center of a centuries-old secret.

In this thrilling origin story of Black Canary, the
titular hero uses everything she has--including
her voice--to fight against a world where
women have no rights.

Playing with Fire

The Last Voyage
of Poe Blythe

by Isabel Ibañez

by April Henry
When a fire engulfs an Oregon forest, a group
of trapped hikers must find another way out.

Master of One
by Jaida Jones
Rags is a thief--an excellent one. He's stolen
from nobles' coffers, picked soldiers' pockets,
and even liberated a ring or two off the fingers
of passersby--until he's caught by the
Queensguard and forced to find an ancient fae
relic for a sadistic royal sorcerer.

The Lovely
and the Lost

by Jennifer Lynn
Barnes

A family of search-and-rescue workers try to
find a missing girl in the Sierra Glades National
Park, but there is more going on than the
disappearance of one child and long-held
family secrets begin to come to light.

by Ally Condie

Seeking to avenge the murder of her true love
while on a dredge ship searching for gold,
fifteen-year-old captain Poe Blythe becomes
the architect of new defenses designed to
destroy her enemies.

The Chosen
by Taran Matharu
Cade is settling into a new boarding school,
when he finds himself transported to another
realm populated with lost remnants from the
past. Overwhelmed by his new surroundings,
Cade has little time to adjust, for soon he and
his fellow classmates are forced to become
contenders in a brutal game, controlled by
mysterious overlords.

Dealing in Dreams
by Lilliam Rivera
16-year-old Nalah leads the fiercest all-girl crew
in Mega City. That role brings with it violent
throwdowns and access to the hottest boydega
clubs, but Nala quickly grows weary of her
questionable lifestyle. Nalah must choose
whether or not she's willing to do the
unspeakable to get what she wants.

Shadow City
by Scott Westerfeld
Frey was raised to be her twin sister Rafi's
double, and now she's taken on the role . As
the city comes under a catastrophic attack, Frey
must leave the shadows and enter the chaos of
warfare - because there is no other way for her
to find her missing sister and have her revenge
against her murderous father.

Loki: Where Mischief
Lies
by Mackenzi Lee
Before the days of going toe-to-toe with the
Avengers, a younger Loki is desperate to prove
himself heroic and capable. When Asgardian
magic is detected in relation to a string of
mysterious murders on Earth, Odin sends Loki
to investigate.

The Good Luck
Girls

by Charlotte N. Davis

The country of Arketta calls them Good Luck
Girls—they know their luck is anything but.
When Clementine accidentally kills a man, the
girls risk a dangerous escape and harrowing
journey to find freedom, justice, and revenge in
a country that wants them to have none of
those things.

